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UN DT SACCO

GUIDELINES FOR APPLYING FOR 
A SECURED ASSET LOAN

1.   Member to be provided with the list of approved valuers for choice of preferred valuers (member 

      will agree/negotiate cost with valuers).

2.   Member to request UN DT SACCO in writing to instruct the preferred valuer to perform valuation

      of the securing property. Valuation costs to be met by the member.

3.   UN DT SACCO to request valuer to conduct valuation on the securing property in a prescribed 

      standard manner and submit valuation report in triplicate.

4.   On receipt of valuation report, member to submit completely �lled loan application form, and 

      attach current payslip contract, ID/passport and KRA PIN; the contract should have a minimum 

      period of 6 months to expiry.

5.   In cases where a professional and/or �nancier undertaking are required for the loan request, or 

      for loan takeovers from other �nancial institutions, the member to provide signed funds transfer 

      instructions in blank, certi�ed loan account statements and loan redemption certi�cate where 

      applicable. While the member has to also provide signed funds transfer instructions in blank, 

      UN DT SACCO reserves the exclusive rights to transfer loan proceeds and funds from the 

      borrower’s account to satisfy undertaking requirements.

6.   The member to complete CiC Domestic Package Insurance Form and assist in facilitating the 

      payment of insurance premiums for the securing property so that the security is insured at all 

      times, during the lifetime of the loan

7.   The maximum loan amount is X7 of deposits

8.   The maximum loan amount will be determined by percentage of reserve value/forced sale value, 

      depending on the property location

9.   The maximum loan eligibility will be a factor of salary income ability 

10. The loan to be pegged to the applicant’s retirement age

11. The loan application processing commences, on receipt of all requirements.

12. The member to be provided with list of approved lawyers for choice of preferred lawyer for 

      security perfection process. 

13. Member to request UN SACCO in writing to instruct the preferred lawyer to perform security 

      perfection on the securing property (member will independently agree costs with the lawyers).

14. Member to ensure they have updated their PIN pro�les on iTax to facilitate stamp duty payment.
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